Major New Features and Enhancements Featured
in M-Files 2015
M-Files enterprise information management (EIM) solutions improve and simplify how businesses manage documents and other information in order to become more productive and
more efficient while also maintaining a firm control over their compliance requirements.
M-Files eliminates information silos and provides quick and easy access to the right content
from any core business system and device. M-Files achieves higher levels of user adoption
resulting in faster ROI with a uniquely intuitive approach based on managing information by
what it is versus where it's stored. With flexible on-premises, cloud and hybrid deployment
options, M-Files reduces the burden on IT by enabling those closest to the business need to
access and control content based on their requirements.
Thousands of organisations in over 100 countries use M-Files as a single platform for managing their critical business information, including companies such as SAS, Elekta and EADS.
M-Files 2015 offers a variety of new features and enhancements to increase performance,
reliability, productivity and efficiency, including:


Graphical Workflows - With M-Files 2015 you can create graphical workflows using a
visual flowchart. It's easier than ever to see every step and trigger in all of your business processes.



The new M-Files Web - We've introduced many improvements to M-Files Web including an enhanced metadata card and better drag and drop capabilities when adding files to M-Files.



Replication via the Cloud - Replicate data easily and securely between vaults via the
cloud to ensure business continuity and maintain strict control over information access.



Performance Enhancements - The entire vault database structure has been optimised for superior performance and scalability in M-Files 2015. From accessing views
to adding metadata to checking in documents, you can feel the increased speed.



Improved Encryption - The security of your data is our top concern. You can now
encrypt your file data at rest using AES-256 encryption. This encryption is compliant
with the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140-2 standard.



Federated Authentication - M-Files now supports federated authentication and preshared keys that allow for more secure remote connections to M-Files. You can also
leverage features like multi-factor authentication for another layer of protection.
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